
Loss

The loss of groundwater and the reduced disposability of water as a natural resource has lead to droughts and therefore
these topics attract great attention as regards organic life on earth.

As not directly concerned persons, we are situated in the heart of the Alps, we were confronted with this topic first in re-
cent years due to the flow of refugees, for which drought is not the only reason but one reason why this is happening.

But also in the middle of Europe we are able to complain about drought failure triggered by climate change and dry sum-
mers. Soil erosion (Fracking eg.), water thefts through big concerns, soil sealing caused by profit-oriented agriculture, 
soil sealing caused by cultivation, deforestation of rain forests and climate change caused probably by human beings has 
lead to water shortage and wars.

„Playsages“ inspired us to present the issues of water shortage and drought in a playful way in our garden.

The rocks should represent the water source where water is escaping. A jet of water bursts out of the hose into a small 
area where it is seeping away. The whole garden should depict an arid landscape using a water bound ceiling. Nearby 
the area where the water is seeping away, spontaneous vegetation, moss, pioneer plants and drought loving plants ari-
ses.

The jet of water bursts out powerfully from the stones into the ground.
The visitors, especially the kids will instinctivly be drawn to the water.
Suddenly the jet of water stops. No water.

These should pose the influence of human beings on the natural resources on earth.
Motion sensors which are fixed on the rocks and deadwood stop the jet of water when visitors pass the imaginary line. 
The jet of water reaches a water receiving tank and from there a pump sucks the water out and pumps it through the 
hose to the artifical water source and escapes.





Loss
Plants

Portulac oleracea Mollugo verticillata Cichorium Intybus Hypnum

Pulsatilla vulgaris

These are suggestions

Sedum pilosum





Jet of water
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People trigger the sensor by passing the 
imaginary lines - no water
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